Event Space Technical Specifications

**BEAMAN A AND B (combined full room)**

**Room Features:**
One (1) podium with podium microphone  
One (1) projector  
One (1) screen  
One (1) white board  
One (1) handheld wireless microphone or lavalier  
One (1) Macbook Pro and one (1) Mac adaptor  
Auxiliary Input for Ipod or Computer  
Cable television

**Available on request (based on available inventory):**
Two (2) wired microphones (based on available inventory)  
One (1) Rolling Rack with Tech  
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

**BEAMAN A**

**Room Features:**
No podium  
No projector  
One (1) screen  
One (1) white board  
No microphones

**Available on request (based on available inventory):**
Request portable presentation system, if needed  
Request fender passport with SM58 microphone, if needed  
One (1) Rolling rack with External Speakers (Tech Required)  
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

**BEAMAN B**

**Features:**
One (1) podium with podium microphone  
One (1) Projector  
One (1) screen  
One (1) handheld wireless microphone or lavalier  
One (1) Macbook Pro and one (1) Mac adaptor  
Auxiliary Input for Ipod or computer  
Cable television

**Available on request (based on available inventory):**
Two (2) wired microphones (based on available inventory)  
One (1) Rolling Rack (Tech Required)  
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)
VINCE GILL ROOM

Features:
One (1) podium microphone
One (1) projector
One (1) screen
Two (2) handheld wireless microphones or two (2) wireless lavalieres; room allows for combination of one (1) handheld wireless microphone and one (1) lavalier
One (1) Macbook Pro and one (1) Mac adaptor
Auxiliary Input for Ipod or computer
Cable television
Two (2) Audio for Video feeds

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Three (3) wired microphones (based on available inventory)
One (1) Rolling Rack with External Speakers, Tech Required
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

FRIST LECTURE HALL

Features:
One (1) podium microphone
One (1) projector
One (1) screen
Two (2) handheld wireless microphones or two (2) lavalieres; room allows for combination of one (1) handheld wireless microphone and one (1) lavalier
One (1) Dell PC
One (1) HDMI connection to projector
One (1) VGA connection to projector
One (1) DVD player

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Three (3) wired microphones (based on available inventory)
One (1) Rolling Rack with External Speakers, Tech Required
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

INMAN BREAKOUT ROOMS

404: Features:
No podium, speakers or microphones
One (1) Screen

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Portable presentation system with computer speakers
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

405: Features:
No podium, speakers or microphones
Built in Screen, no projector

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Request portable presentation system with computer speakers
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)
406: Features:
No podium, speakers or microphones
Built in Screen, no projector

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Request portable presentation system with computer speakers
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

407: Features:
No podium, speakers or microphones
Built in Screen, no projector

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Request portable presentation system with computer speakers
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

BOVENDER BOARDROOM

Features:
One (1) podium w/ table top handheld microphone
One (1) projector
One (1) screen
Two (2) handheld wireless microphones (one is used on podium)
No computer
Auxiliary Input for Ipod or computer

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Request laptop for presentation system
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

MCWHORTER 409

Features:
No podium
One (1) built in screen
No projector
No speakers or microphones

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Portable presentation system with computer speakers
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

MASSEY BOARDROOM

Features:
One (1) podium microphone
One (1) projector
One (1) screen
No wireless handheld microphones
One (1) Dell computer with audio

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Three (3) wired microphones (based on available inventory)
Rolling Rack with external speakers (Tech Required)
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)
NEELY DINING ROOM

Features:
One (1) podium with microphone
Two (2) External Speakers
One (1) Screen
No Projector
No wireless handheld microphones

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Seven (7) wired microphones (based on available inventory)
Portable presentation system

WAC 4TH FLOOR CONFERENCE SPACE

Features:
Two (2) podiums with two (2) podium microphones
Two (2) built-in projectors
Two (2) built-in screens
Two (2) wireless handheld microphones
Two (2) lavaliere microphones
One (1) Dell PC with HDMI for PC audio and video
One (1) Blu-ray DVD player

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Two (2) wired microphones (based on available inventory)
Rolling Rack with external speakers (Tech Required)
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

WAC C

Features:
One (1) podium with one (1) podium microphone
One (1) Projector
One (1) Screen
One (1) wireless handheld microphone
One (1) lavaliere
One (1) Dell PC with HDMI for PC audio and video
One (1) Blu-ray DVD player

Available on request (based on available inventory):
One (1) wired microphones (based on available inventory)
Rolling Rack with external speakers (Tech Required)
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

WAC D

Features:
One (1) podium with one (1) podium microphone
One (1) projector
One (1) screen
One (1) wireless handheld microphone
One (1) lavaliere
One (1) Blu-ray DVD player
Available on request (based on available inventory):
One (1) wired microphones (based on available inventory)
Rolling Rack with external Speakers (Tech Required)
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)

WAC CHAPEL

Features:
One (1) Podium (clear)
One (1) built in projector
One (1) built in screen
Four (4) wireless handheld microphones
Four (4) lavaliere microphones

Available on request (based on available inventory):
Four (4) wired mics available (based on available inventory)
One (1) keyboard (additional charge for external clients)

ROLLING RACKS (tech required)

Allen and Heath (Tech required):
Two (2) wireless handheld microphones or two (2) wireless lavaliere
Six (6) additional wired microphone inputs
Auxiliary input for IPod
Sixteen (16) inputs (includes all wireless, wired (mics/instruments), auxiliary (Ipod, computer, video) and DI’s.
Please refer to operations for direction.
Audio to Video with Mult box
(Request this rack for the Maddox Grand Atrium or events down the hill)

Behringer X32 (Tech required):
Two (2) wireless handheld microphones or two (2) Lavalieres
Eight (8) additional wired microphone inputs available
Auxiliary input for IPod
Thirty-two (32) inputs (includes all wireless, wired (mics/instruments), auxiliary (Ipod, computer, video) and DI’s. Please refer to operations for direction.
Audio to Video with Mult Box
(Request this rack for the Maddox Grand Atrium or events down the hill)

Yamaha (Tech required):
No wireless microphones installed
Eight (8) additional wired microphone inputs available
Auxiliary input for IPod
Eight (8) inputs (includes all wireless, wired (mics/instruments), auxiliary (Ipod, computer, video) and DI’s.
Please refer to operations for direction.
Audio to Video with Mult Box
(Request this Rack for events up the hill)
One (1) conference phone (available upon advance request and based on inventory availability)